BELIEVES IN PSI U

TAXI RUNS OVER WOMAN

Four-Time Champions

Carrollsburg Site Joy in the Street

President Taft Delights Audience of Fraternity Men.

Helps Along the Sinking

Stick at Informal Luncheon at College Club.

GOOD WORD FOR ALMA MATER

Representative Charles B. Tesser of Massachusetts Provides on Toast.

The Gamma

"Now Their Eyes Have the In Our Work.

And the Boys That Make the Difference"

Iten of Terms.

TAPs at Band Concert.

Many Automobile Owners at Peto-

WEAK KNOCKED DOWN WHEN

WHEN SHOT DURATION.

HURS IN THE STREET

Tower Property Where Washing-

MUG MAC UNDER WATER

Daily Prospects of Commercial Prop-
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Early Report of Commercial Property on Shipping Terminal Not Justified by Development.

Dr. Charles E. Bunker, formerly of the University of Washington, has been appointed to succeed

Dr. William H. Burt, who has resigned to accept a position in the New York office of the

Bureau of Education.

President Taft's Remarks.

The President said the nation was in the great depression and every\n
nation should be her own nursery school.

"The United States has always been a

nation of individuals,

and the President believed that every individual should be

taught to think for himself and to act

on his own convictions.

"The President and the First Lady have always

been devoted to the University of Washington, and the President

was especially pleased to accept this appointment to serve as a

member of the faculty.

"I have no doubt that Dr. Bunker will do a

worthwhile job in this capacity,

and I am sure that he will be a

great asset to the University.

"The President and the First Lady are very

proud to have such a distinguished scholar as a member of

the faculty.
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